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finally, if you need the fastest blu-ray drive you can buy, the lacie 1tb p2 turbo is the fastest option.
its $90 and $120 more expensive than the next-highest-priced drive in our roundup, but it delivers
blazing fast speeds at ripping (and burning and playing) blu-ray discs. for example, it ripped a blu-
ray disc in 8.5 minutes, nearly twice as fast as the zendrive. and because its usb type-c, it can be
easily used with modern computers that only have usb type-c ports. if you need the best blu-ray

drive for ripping (or just transferring) dvds, and you dont mind paying more, the lacie 2tb blue model
is the best option. it was the fastest at both ripping and burning discs, and it has a usb type-c port so
you can use it with usb type-c-only computers. (note that a usb type-a adapter should work fine with
a usb type-c computer, but the blue model has usb type-c and type-a ports.) if you need an external

optical drive that can handle blu-rays and you want to use it with usb type-c-only computers, the
lacie 2tb blue model is the best option. it was faster at ripping, burning, and playing blu-rays and

dvds, and it has a usb type-c port, so you can use it with usb type-c-only computers. (note that a usb
type-a adapter should work fine with a usb type-c computer, but the blue model has usb type-c and
type-a ports.) the zendrive u9m is the budget pick for the best external blu-ray and dvd writer, but
its also an excellent value if youre just looking for a blu-ray drive that will rip and play dvds. if you
need more than that, however, you should consider the samsung bd-j2 or the western digital blue.
the librarifor windows and the os x blu-ray disc drive are our picks for the best blu-ray players for

your pc.
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the zendrive u9m uses detachable mini-usb cables rather than the more common micro-usb (which
we prefer) or usb type-c (which would be ideal but isnt really used in external optical drives). that

means that if either of the cables in the box frays or breaks or disappears, youre less likely to have a
spare one just sitting around somewhere. but its easy to find extra or replacement cables for a few
dollars, and the included cables feel sturdy enough that you shouldnt need to worry about breaking
them. with the zendrive u9m, you need to remember that it isnt designed to be a blu-ray player; it

only does bd-r and bd-re discs. the zendrive claims that it can play hd-dvds, but it doesnt, and its not
really intended to. its not even really designed to be a conventional dvd player. if youre going to rip

and burn discs to play on this device, the zendrive u9m is the best option. it was the fastest at
ripping and copying the dvds we tested, and it includes both a usb type-a cable and a usb type-c

cable so you can connect it to almost any computer without buying another cable. its generally a few
dollars more expensive than our budget pick, and its a little louder when ripping and burning, but

those are small trade-offs. the zendrive costs only a third of what youd usually pay for a good blu-ray
burner, but if you think youll need a blu-ray drive at some point, the better option is to spend the
money on a blu-ray model now than to have to buy a second optical drive later. the asus zendrive

u9m is a good option if you need a blu-ray drive that reads and writes blu-rays. this blu-ray drive has
a usb type-a port so you can use it with any computer, but it looks like itll be a bit louder than the
other drives we tested. the zendrive costs only a third of what youd usually pay for a good blu-ray
burner, but if you think youll need a blu-ray drive at some point, the better option is to spend the

money on a blu-ray model now than to have to buy a second optical drive later. 5ec8ef588b
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